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Abstract: The rapid expansion of cities increases the need of urban remote sensing for a large scale
monitoring. This paper provides greater understanding of how TerraSAR-X (TSX) high-resolution
abilities enable to reach the spatial precision required to monitor individual buildings, through
the use of a 4 year temporal stack of 100 images over Paris (France). Three different SAR modes
are investigated for this purpose. First a method involving a whole time-series is proposed to
measure realistic heights of buildings. Then, we show that the small wavelength of TSX makes
the interferometric products very sensitive to the ordinary building-deformation, and that daily
deformation can be measured over the entire building with a centimetric accuracy, and without
any a priori on the deformation evolution, even when neglecting the impact of the atmosphere.
Deformations up to 4 cm were estimated for the Eiffel Tower and up to 1 cm for other lower buildings.
These deformations were analyzed and validated with weather and in situ local data. Finally, four
TSX polarimetric images were used to investigate geometric and dielectric properties of buildings
under the deterministic framework. Despite of the resolution loss of this mode, the possibility to
estimate the structural elements of a building orientations and their relative complexity in the spatial
organization are demonstrated.

Keywords: SAR; InSAR; DInSAR; PolSAR; urban areas; deformation monitoring; scatterers’
orientation

1. Introduction

Cities play a major role in society. They are rather complex and evolve rapidly, therefore they
need dedicated reliable monitoring techniques. For example, it can be needed for urban managers to
update a land-use map to plan infrastructures improvement or make a diagnosis after natural disaster
to help rescuers or plan the rebuild of the city. Remote sensing, and more specifically radar images
might successfully address these needs. Hence, radar imaging is a reference tool for the monitoring of
land use, thanks to its unfailing availability, regardless of the weather or sun illumination conditions.
Multi-temporal radar backscattering is very stable over time and thus can be efficiently used to
detected changes.

Several applications have already been well developed with different radar modes, with
convincing results. Among these applications is the estimation of scatterers heights by interferometry
or InSAR, the terrain stability analysis by differential interferometry or DInSAR, and the classification
of land use by polarimetry or PolSAR. However, for the monitoring of the urban environment, its use
remains relatively recent, mainly because the resolutions were insufficient to match the needs. With
the recent launches of the TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X, SARLupe and CosmoSkyMed satellites, radar
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satellites can offer meter resolution, which were not previously available. This evolution opens the
opportunity of building-scale monitoring for a large number of applications.

The purpose of this article is to analyze three common complementary techniques for
building-scale monitoring: the across-track interferometry SAR (InSAR) for building height estimation,
differential interferometry SAR (DInSAR) for deformation monitoring, and polarimetry SAR (PolSAR)
for analysis of materials and structures.

In this paper, 96 Very High Resolution (VHR) TerraSAR-X images acquired over more than 4 years
are considered for the InSAR and DInSAR study. This dataset is extended with 2 PolInSAR images
acquired 3 years after the end of the interferometric time serie, leading to the longest monitoring of
urban structure using SAR images.

Using X-band images allows first to access meter resolution images. It can also improve
the monitoring of deformation through DInSAR since the precision of this technique is inversely
proportional to the wavelength as pointed out in [1]. However, these progresses should not obscure
the fact that relatively little knowledge exists on the phenomenology of the X-band wave scattering in
urban areas especially for these resolutions.

Among the pioneer works for building monitoring, the height of buildings using interferometric
techniques has already been estimated. When airborne data with a sub-metric resolution are available,
3D-model of buildings can be computed, as already demonstrated in [2–4]. In all these papers, 3D
estimation have been made using single-pass acquisitions. Repeat pass across-track interferometry
enabled to measure the height of emblematic buildings such as the Eiffel Tower [5,6].

As part of the subsidence of cities, the notion of subsidence has also been extended to the
estimation of deformations distributed over a structure [7]. When images with a coarse resolution
are used to this aim, the deformation measurement is based on very few pixels [8,9] . In [10], this
limitation has been overcome using images with one-meter resolution, but deformation is measured
assuming a linear evolution through time, that constraints a priori the deformation causes. Most of the
earlier works related to building deformation by DinSAR uses a selection of pixels before deformation
estimation, and a priori over deformation evolutions [9,11]. Finally, Ref. [12] presents first-time
DinSAR measurements of deformations of the Eiffel Tower, over a time period of some weeks, without
deformation hypothesis.

The polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) images raise the level of information on scattering processes,
and thus can enhance the quality of urban classification schemes [13]. It has already been shown
that it could help the information extraction ability for material scene in the observation area [14],
or the information on the geometry of scatterers [15,16]. PolSAR data have also been used in DInSAR
applications to maximize the quality and number of pixels selected as reliable, by optimising the
parameters used as selection criterion [17,18].

In our paper, we propose to address building monitoring through these different techniques, but
with additional constraints, which have not been dealt with in the literature up to now:

• We do not want to use a priori information about the elevation or the evolution of the deformations
through time.

• We want to avoid spatial average, as far as possible to preserve the high resolution of the
data. No selection of pixels is used, and polarimetric parameters are derived under the
deterministic hypothesis.

• Temporal stack can be used to make estimations more robust, when possible, both for InSAR and
PolSAR modes.

Another major challenge is the evaluation of the relevance of the traditional algorithm for this
VHR images, and the precise assessment of the results. As pointed out also in [11], previous research
using InSAR data on building deformation was analyzed from a qualitative viewpoint using only field
survey results; and before the above mentioned work, no quantitative analyses have been performed
comparing the InSAR accuracy for monitoring buildings with in situ leveling records. In order to have
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a validation as reliable as possible of the different products obtained, we selected a site well mastered.
The chosen site of interest is the neighborhood around the Eiffel Tower called Front de Seine. Besides
the mythic Eiffel Tower, three buildings are considered in the interferometry study and two others
are added specifically for the polarimetric study. Information about the buildings material, 3D maps
of the buildings and weather data have been collected. Finally, in situ measurements were used to
validate the Eiffel Tower deformations.

Thus, Section 2 presents the whole dataset. The studied buildings are also presented, as well as
the meteorological causes of the daily deformations of these buildings and their respective influence
on the structures. Finally, conventions used in this paper to handle the different observables are
described. The following sections are dedicated to each of the three analyzed modes. The measure of
the height using across-track InSAR techniques is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the DInSAR
deformation measurement based on the previously estimated height. The estimated deformations are
validated against weather data and in situ measurements. The accuracy limit caused by atmospheric
effects is discussed. Finally, Section 5 addresses the benefit of the polarimetric information, and
conclusions are summarized in the last section.

2. The Dataset and the Studied Buildings

2.1. The TerraSAR-X InSAR/DInSAR and PolSAR Temporal Stacks

The studied InSAR temporal stack is composed of ninety-eight spotlight very high-resolution
images acquired by the satellites TerraSAR-X and its clone TanDEM-X over Paris from 2008 to 2012.
The Table 1 summarizes all the parameters needed to compute the height and the deformation of
the scatterers.

Table 1. Acquisition parameters of the TerraSAR-X temporal stack.

Acquisition Parameters Specifications

Satellite altitude 514 km
Wavelength λ0 0.031 m
Look angle θ 34.69◦

Satellite-Earth distance R 625 km
Ground-pixel size (azimuth and range) ∆a = 0.87 m and ∆r = 0.71 m
Ground resolution (azimuth and range) δa = 0.91 m and δr = 0.79 m

Slant range pixel size 0.455 m
Acquisition time 17:34 UTC

Figure 1 shows the variation in the baselines through time. The master image is the first image
of the temporal stack that was studied in [12]. It has been acquired on the 24 January 2009 and is
showed in red in Figure 1. After the launch of TanDEM-X (in June 2010), the maximal absolute baseline
increases from 400 m to 900 m since both satellites acquired the images.

Two TSX-TDX PolInSAR images acquired over the same area supplement this dataset. They
have been acquired on the 7 December 2015 and on the 18 December 2015 with the same acquisition
parameters that can be found in Table 1, excepted in Stripmap Dual Receive Antennas (DRA) mode.
The ground-pixel size is thus ∆a = 2.1 m and ∆r = 1.59 m and the resolution δa = 3 m and δr = 2 m in
azimuth and ground range respectively. The PolInSAR baselines is −256 m for the 7 December 2015
image and −252 m for the 18 December 2015 image while the baseline between the two master images
is 386 m.
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Figure 1. Perpendicular baselines (in meter) between the master image (�) and the other 97 images
composing the interferometric dataset given the number of days between the acquisitions. The vertical
dashed lines represent the years from the reference image.

2.2. The Studied Buildings

The buildings studied in this paper are known as Front de Seine elements. Front de Seine is
a district in Paris, France, located along the river Seine in the 15th arrondissement at the south of the
Eiffel Tower. It is one of the few districts in the city of Paris containing high rise buildings as they have
mostly been constructed outside the city. It includes about 20 towers with varied designs, reaching
nearly 100 m of height. The geographical location of the studied area is represented in Figure 2. This
figure also links the SAR image azimuth/range geometry, in which all our SAR image extracts are
represented with the geographical coordinates of the area.

Figure 2. Geographical location of the studied area and the SAR images.

Six buildings were monitored during study: the emblematic Eiffel Tower and the Cristal, Keller,
Mirabeau, Espace 2000 and Perspective II Towers. An optical images of the Front the Seine and the
interferometric fringes over these buildings are represented in Figure 3. The SAR sensor images the
layover between the south-west facade of the buildings and the ground.

As it can be seen in Figure 3, the studied buildings have different facade structure and material.
The characteristics of these buildings is listed in Table 2. The Eiffel, Cristal, Keller and Mirabeau Tower
are test buildings for the interferometric and the polarimetric experiences. In order to get buildings
with the same orientation but different facade characteristics, the Espace 2000 and Perspective II
Towers have been added to the polarimetric analysis. Due to the high variability in their facade, these
two towers have a lower backscattered signal, as it can be seen in Figure 3f for the Espace 2000 Tower
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and in Figure 3g for the Perspective II Tower, on which interferometric fringes can mostly be seen
in the middle and the extremities of the facade. Nevertheless, the Espace 2000 Tower has the same
orientation than the Keller Tower even if the proportions of the buildings differ. The main facade of
Perspective II Tower and the Cristal Tower have the same orientation, modulated by the varying shape
of their facade.

Table 2. Characteristics of the six studied buildings.

Tower Height Facade Material Facade Structure Shape

1. Eiffel 321 m Iron beams
2. Cristal 98 m Glass Slanted corner Rectangular cuboid
3. Keller 98 m Reinforced concrete Concrete panels and windows Rectangular cuboid
4. Mirabeau 70 m Reinforced concrete Metallic window frame Tripode
5. Espace 2000 98 m Reinforced concrete Small balconies Rectangular cuboid
6. Perspective II 94 m Reinforced concrete Concrete panels and windows Butterfly-shape footprint

1. Eiffel Tower 4. Mirabeau2. Cristal 3. Keller

5. Espace 20006. Perspective II

(a)

209×599 pixels

(b)

79×205 pixels

(c)

86×225 pixels

(d)

106×156 pixels

(e)

36×171 pixels

(f)

62×198 pixels

(g)

φ = −π π
hue

γ = 0 1
saturation

Figure 3. Optical image and interferometric fringes between the reference image and the 22-04-2009
image for the Eiffel, Cristal, Keller and Mirabeau Towers. (a) Front de Seine c©Sylvain Lobry (b) Eiffel
Tower fringes; (c) Cristal Tower fringes; (d) Keller Tower fringes; (e) Mirabeau Tower fringes; (f) Espace
2000 Tower; (g) Perspective II Tower. The phase φ is coded by the hue while the degree of coherence γ

is coded by the saturation. The value is the intensity of the reference image.

For the Eiffel Tower, we can benefit from the comprehensive and expert knowledge of architects
and structural engineers responsible for looking after and maintaining the monument and its facilities.
La Société d’Exploitation de la Tour Eiffel (SETE) is the company running and maintaining the Eiffel
Tower building. It has mandated the company OSMOS to monitor in situ the daily deformations.
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It appears that the Eiffel tower is subjected to very complex deformation depending on weather
conditions, mainly caused by three factors:

• The wind that makes the buildings oscillate in the perpendicular direction to the wind flow.
Gustave Eiffel sized structure for the lateral oscillations due to wind up to 70 cm. However,
oscillation amplitude records did not exceed 18 cm amplitude reached during the violent storm of
December 1999. Hence, wind is not the most important deformation factor for this structure.

• The air temperature, that makes the iron and the concrete expend. The whole structures have then
a vertical deformation. Depending on the temperature, the tower can elongate or shrink several
centimeters. Given that the thermal expansion coefficient is approximately 10×10−6 m/(mK) for
iron and concrete, buildings with a height of 100 m will have a 1 cm thermal expansion by 10 ◦C
temperature difference.

• The sunlight, that makes the side of the structures exposed to the sun expends more that the
side of the structure that is in the shadow. The whole structures are thus bended in the direction
opposite to the sun. The top of the Eiffel Tower can be shifted by 20 cm on a sunny day. This is
thus the prevalent deformation effect for the studied buildings.

2.3. Multi-Channel SAR Estimation

InSAR and DInSAR images can be considered as multi-channel images after their corregistration.
Four channels are acquired for PolSAR images, by the successive emission of wave in the H and V
polarizations and the simultaneous reception of the two polarizations.

Thus, for these acquisition modes, each pixel of these images can be described by the scattering
vector p whose dimension N depends on the number of images constituting the dataset.

In the case of speckle, p follows a circular-centered-normal distribution of covariance matrix C [19].
The diagonal elements of the matrix is the power of the channel k ∈ [1, N], Ck,k = σk while the
off-diagonal element Ck,j =

√
σkσjγk,je

iφk,j also depends on the degree of coherence between the k and
j channel γk,j and the phase difference φk,j.

To estimate the covariance matrix, we use the maximum-likelihood estimator Ĉ = 1
L ∑L

l=1 ppT

where the number of views L is the size of the sample used for the estimation. In the case of speckle,
the rank of the covariance matrix is full and L ≥ N. The estimation sample can be chosen from
neighborhood pixels, using non-local methods [20] or a temporal estimation [21] depending on the
spatial and temporal variability of the studied targets.

If targets are deterministic as some very bright point-target present in urban areas, the rank of
the covariance is 1. No averaging are needed to estimate the power or the phase difference, except to
reduce the impact of residual thermal noise.

3. Measuring the Height by Interferometry

3.1. Methodology

3.1.1. SAR Interferometry Principle

Across-track SAR interferometry is based on the measurement of the phase difference φ between
two SAR images acquired from different point of views, separated by a baseline B⊥. This phase
difference is linked to the height of the scatterers h.

Single-pass interferometry enables to avoid temporal decorrelation effects and thus to limit the
noise on the phase difference estimation. To perform single-pass acquisitions, two antennas have to be
used conjointly, one emitting and the two receiving. This type of image can be acquired by satellite
constellation composed of TSX and TDX, such as for the PolInSAR images used in this study. On the
contrary, the same satellite can be used to acquired two images at two different moments. In this case,
the acquisition corresponds to repeat-pass interferometry.
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Single-pass interferometry is needed to guaranteed a high degree of coherence over vegetation
and soils that decorrelate rapidly at X-band. Nevertheless, single-pass interferometry is very costly
since the two satellites have to acquire conjointly. Due to operational constraint, TSX and TDX do
not always flight in close formation. Moreover, the degree of coherence γ on urban structures and
buildings is very high, even for acquisitions separated by more than four years: buildings are very
stable structures leading to a very steady phase difference. Thus, it is possible to monitor buildings
using repeat-pass interferometry, taking advantage of the long time series available.

In repeat-pass mode, the unwrapped phase difference φ can be linked to the height using the
following equation [22]:

φ ≡ − ¯̄kzh = −2
2π

λ0

B⊥
R sin(θ)

h [2π] (1)

where ¯̄kz is the repeat-pass interferometric factor. The minus sign account for the fact that the buildings
are imaged in layover.

3.1.2. Unwrapping the Fringes

To obtain an interferometric result, φ the phase difference from the bottom to the top of the
buildings, has to be estimated. Since the height of the studied buildings is often higher than the
ambiguity height − 2π

¯̄kz
, the phase difference needs to be unwrapped.

In this study, the unwrapping has been performed on the whole building at ones by a comparison
between the measured phase and a modeled phase [23]. The phase to unwrap is modeled by a linear
phase having the same starting and ending point but a different number of fringes, and thus a different
slope. The estimated number of fringes is then selected as the one maximizing the correlation between
the measured and the modeled phases

This methodology enables to take into account the whole building during the phase estimation and
not only some selected pixels in the image as it can be done in Permanent Scatterers (PS) framework [24].
Nevertheless, to guarantee a high accuracy of the phase, reference point at the bottom and the top of
each building are chosen as Permanent Scatterers (PS), using a 0.5 threshold on the dispersion index
DA for all the buildings. The dispersion index has been computed on the 98 images composing our
inteferometric dataset.

Due to the lack of PS at the very bottom or very top of buildings, we have restricted the monitoring
of the interferometric phase over a range of 85 m for the Cristal Tower, 90 m for the Keller Tower, and
68 m for the Mirabeau Tower. The Eiffel Tower is only monitored between the second floor and the
antenna leading to a monitored height of 177 m. These heights are obtained by a monoscopic projection,
defined by the vertical projection Np of the number of pixels between the PS: h = Npδr tan(θ). They
will be refereed as monoscopic reference to be compared by the inferferometric estimation. For the
Cristal Tower, the limitation of the monitored height is due to the strong echoes at the base of the
building whose secondary lobes leak the other pixels as it can been seen in Figure 3c. The base of the
Keller Tower, represented in Figure 3d, has a different structure with a very low backscattering leading
to the absence of PS.

Except 3 dates for the Eiffel Tower and 5 dates for the Cristal Tower, the phase could be unwrapped
without user intervention (for the Eiffel Tower, the dates are the 15 November 2010, 20 January 2011
and 23 July 2012. For the Mirabeau Tower the 5 January 2010, 19 November 2008, 16 December 2011,
24 March 2013 and 23 July 2012). No averaging was needed, for the Eiffel, Keller and Mirabeau Towers.
For the Cristal Tower, a five pixels azimuth boxcar filter has been used to estimate the phase. Avoiding
averaging preserve the phase precision of the very bright scatterers present on the buildings.

3.2. Height Estimation Results for Two-Images-Repeat-Pass Interferometry

The height estimates are presented in Figure 4. This figure demonstrates that some estimated
heights have very unrealistic values: the height of the Eiffel Tower has been estimated to more than
one kilometer and negative heights are sometimes obtained for all the buildings. These unrealistic
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results show that the phase can not always be modeled alone by Equation (1), even if some previous
studies have used it for measuring the exact height of the Eiffel Tower using only one repeat-pass
interferometric pair [5,6].
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Figure 4. Measured height given the number of days separating the acquisitions. • Eiffel Tower,
H Cristal Tower, � Keller Tower, �Mirabeau Tower. The vertical dashed lines represent the years from
the master image acquired the 24 January 2009.

After finer analysis of the results, these aberrant values appear are found for absolute values of
kz below 0.2, when the baseline is smaller than 170 m and the phase difference is more sensible to
deformation. Therefore, it can be assumed that the erroneous estimates come from the very small
deformations that we have neglected in Equation (1). These very small deformations, of the order of
millimeters, can exist on most structures and impact the repeat-pass interferometric phase, as already
put forward for the Mirabeau bridge in [5]. This hypothesis is analyzed in Section 4 where the impact
of the atmosphere on the phase will also be discussed.

This study shows nevertheless that an estimation of heights from a single repeat-pass couple of
images can lead to false results. It is therefore necessary to use a more robust method for the elevation
estimation from repeat-pass acquisitions as presented in the next section.

3.3. Height Estimation Results for Time-Series-Repeat-Pass Interferometry

As stated in Section 2.2, the studied building are deforming daily, in particular because of weather
changes. Therefore, a deformation δr impacting the shape of the buildings between two difference
acquisition date will impact the phase difference following:

φ ≡ − ¯̄kzh +
4π

λ0
δr [2π] (2)

For our data set, the term 4π
λ0

is constant and equal to 405.3668 whereas | ¯̄kz| ranges between about

0.01 and 0.66. Neglecting 1 cm of deformation will generate between a 6 m error when ¯̄kz = 0.66
and a 375 m error when ¯̄kz = 0.01. This can explain the unrealistic heights obtained in the previous
section. It is, however, possible to measure the height of the buildings using the whole temporal stack
in a different - and arguably more robust-way.

To this aim, the deformations at the different dates are assumed to be independent and to result in
a Gaussian noise on the phase. Figure 5 shows the unwrapped phase φ difference given the multi-pass
interferometric factor ¯̄kz for the four buildings. The linear relationship between φ and ¯̄kz is clearly
visible. Using a linear regression between the unwrapped phase φ and ¯̄kz, the height can be retrieved
with a high degree of fit, as presented in Table 3. The heights estimated by linear regression show a
good agreement with the reference heights of the buildings.
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Figure 5. The unwrapped phase difference ∆φ given the multi-pass interferometric factor ¯̄kz. • Eiffel
Tower, H Cristal Tower, � Keller Tower, �Mirabeau Tower.

Table 3. Reference height, height measured by linear regression over the temporal stack and coefficient
of determination R2 of the regression.

Eiffel Tower Cristal Tower Keller Tower Mirabeau Tower

h reference 177.1 85.2 89.1 68.1
h regression 176.7 81.1 92.0 67.7

R2 0.98 0.95 0.99 0.99

Only the unwrapped phases of the Cristal Tower seems to deviate from linear model: this
buildings has the biggest difference between the reference and the regression height, and its coefficient
of determination R2 is the smallest. However, the deviation from the linear model occurs when the
orthogonal baseline B⊥ (and thus ¯̄kz) is small, as expected from Equation (2).

Since the phase is more impacted by the deformation when B⊥ is small, large baselines could be
considered as an easy way to measure the height without any impact of the deformation. However,
when B⊥ is high and thus the ambiguity height 2π

¯̄kz
small, more fringes are visible on buildings and the

phases are more difficult to unwrap automatically with the needed accuracy.
In this method, the fact that the height and the deformation account conjointly in the

interferometric phase is overcome by the diversity in the baseline values. The linear regression
based on nearly 100 images enables to limit errors in the height estimation.

4. Measuring the Deformation Trough Differential Interferometry

4.1. Methodology

Section 3.2 has demonstrated the non-negligible impact of deformations in height evaluations.
This impact is due to the combination of the TSX 3 cm wavelength with the small baselines obtained
with TSX orbital pattern. With the chosen master image, more than 90% of the baselines have an
absolute value bellow 300 m.

This configuration enables a high accuracy on the measure of deformation using Equation (2) on
an image by image basis. The phase difference is again measured using the methodology presented
in Section 3.1.2. Equation (2) requires nevertheless the knowledge of the building height to measure
the deformation. Thanks to our large time series, the height was estimated using only information
contained in the SAR images, as presented in Section 3.3.

Even if the measured height are in good agreement with the reference height, Table 3 shows some
noticeable difference. However, with the acquisition configuration, a one meter error on this height
introduces an error on the deformation of 10−5 m when ¯̄kz = 0.01 and 1 mm when ¯̄kz = 0.66 leading to
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centimeter precision in the worst case of the Cristal Tower. These centimeter precisions obtained with
X-band images are a valuable assets for the remote monitoring of deformations.

The next section presents the results of the daily deformation estimation. Due to the multiple
deformation factors presented in Section 2.2 and the time extend of our dataset, it is not possible
to justify any temporal a priori on deformation, especially on a structure as complex as the Eiffel
Tower. Thanks to the high accuracy obtainable with this dataset, deformations are computed for each
acquisition date independently, in regard of the state of the buildings during the acquisition of the
master image.

Since φ is the phase difference between the bottom and to top of the buildings, unwrapped
globally on the whole building facades, it is implicitly assumed that the deformation is constant along
the vertical axis of the building. Note that the deformation are measured in the Line of Sight direction
and here are not reprojected since we do not assume any direction for the deformations.

4.2. Deformation Estimation Results

The estimated deformations are represented in Figure 6. The deformations of the Eiffel Tower
show a very high variability as presented in Figure 6a. On the contrary, Figure 6d shows the annual
periodicity of the deformations of the Mirabeau Tower. Except for some date, an annual periodicity
can be seen in Figure 6b, for the deformations of the Cristal Tower for the years 2008 and 2009.
This periodicity is unclear for the other years even if the deformation are smaller in winter than in
summer. The deformations of the Keller Tower are also minimal in winter and maximal in summer
but the variability of the measured deformation that can be observed in Figure 6c lead to an unclear
annual cycle.
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Figure 6. Measured deformation given the number of days separating the acquisitions. (a) • Eiffel
Tower; (b) H Cristal Tower; (c) � Keller Tower; (d) � Mirabeau Tower. The vertical dashed lines
represent the years from the master image acquired the 24 January 2009.

The annual periodicity of the deformation measured on the Mirabeau Towers would indicate
thermal expansion due to the temperature as the major cause of the deformation. The more important
dispersion observed in the deformation of the other towers underline the numerous deformation
sources For example, under the sun light action, the buildings bend in direction the opposite to the
sun. The sunshine can change the amplitude and the direction of the deformation on a daily basis.
Moreover, even a small rain shower reset the buildings back in their original position, changing their
deformation state at the time of the acquisition.

On top of the several sources of deformation that can co-exist, the measurement can still be
impacted by noise. The low backscattering on the Cristal Tower required some averaging and to
increase the threshold value on the PS selection. This is why a special effort has been made to validate
and cross-check our measurements with other data, the first of which are weather parameters.
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4.3. Analysis of the Estimated Deformation

4.3.1. Comparison with Weather Data

All parameter values have been collected from the archives of the Meteo France weather
data [25,26]. They have been recorded by the Paris weather station situated in the parc Montsouris,
south east from the studied area. Four weather parameters have been used to validate our deformation
measurements:

• The time between the acquisition and sun set ∆sunset, which enables to account for the periodicity
in the measured deformations.

• The minimal temperature the day of the acquisition Tmin, linked to the thermal expansion in the
measured deformation.

• The number of sunny hours during the acquisition day ∆sun, that can be linked to the bending of
the building caused by sunlight.

• The maximal gust during the hour of the acquisition vwind, that can account for the deformation
due to wind.

The normalized correlation between the weather data and the deformations, listed in Table 4,
shows different result for the Mirabeau tower compared to the three other structures.

Table 4. Normalized correlation with the deformation

∆sunset Tmin ∆sun vwind

Eiffel Tower −0.30 0.52 −0.09 −0.06
Cristal Tower −0.35 0.53 0.01 −0.00
Keller Tower −0.27 0.48 0.02 −0.15

Mirabeau Tower −0.73 0.81 0.53 0.08

For the Mirabeau Tower, the high normalized correlation between the measured deformation and
the duration between the acquisition time and the sunset shows well the periodicity of the measured
deformations. The sign minus is explained by the fact that the deformation are minimal in winter,
when the sunset occurs before the acquisition and thus ∆sunset > 0. These deformations seem mainly
due to the thermal expansion and the sunlight, given the high correlation with Tmin and the medium
correlation with ∆sun. There is no correlation with vwind. Indeed, structures respond very quickly to
wind forcing and no records of the wind information precisely at the acquisition time are available.

For the other buildings, the correlation with the time between the acquisition and the sunset is
low, highlighting the absence of periodicity in the measured deformations. Thermal expansion seems
to be the major origin of the measured deformation. However, the normalized correlation between the
measured deformation and minimal temperature Tmin is around 0.5, meaning that the temperature
does not explain alone the deformations. The correlation with the sunlight values is smaller than
expected especially for the Eiffel Tower for which it is the principal deformation cause according to
experts. The difference between the behavior of the Mirabeau Tower and the other towers can be
explained by internal structure informations to which we do not have access, or by the different impact
of other buildings adjacent to the site and shadow effects.

The measured correlations underline the exogenous nature of the phase anomaly leading the
unrealistic InSAR heights. However, the validation process does not allow to separate atmospheric
changes impacting the phase and recorded through weather parameters from buildings deformations
due to weather modifications. The estimated deformations have thus been compared to in situ
measurements in Section 4.3.2 and the maximum error potentially induced by the atmosphere is
assessed in Section 4.4.
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4.3.2. Comparison with In Situ Measurements

The Societe d’Exploitation de la Tour Eiffel (SETE) has charged the company OSMOS to monitor
routinely the deformations of the Eiffel Tower thanks to their optical strand system pictured in
Figure 7a. This process is based on the principle of the modulation of light intensity by measuring
analog attenuation along an optical fibre coil. The deformation are average on a measurement interval
leading a very low variability of the measurement. For over 20 years, OSMOS has monitored the
stability of the main structural elements of the Eiffel towers, through several local deformation
measurements, performed at numerous locations on the structure.

The SETE granted us access to 36 deformation measures for 8 optical strands installed at the first
floor of the Eiffel Tower, at the specific times of SAR acquisitions. Two optical strands are installed
horizontally on each side of the tower, one on the exterior part of the first floor and one on the interior
part. The minimum and the maximum values for the optical strands are represented in Figure 7b. The
observed variation are caused to anisotropic deformation leading to bigger deformation on some sides
of the Eiffel Tower than the others. These differences are more likely to be due to deformation induced
by the sunlight, since only one side of the structure is illuminated.

In order to compare the same physical quantities, we have converted our measurements into linear
deformation, assuming that the main deformation axis is vertical, and dividing the total deformation
by the height of the turn portion on which deformation is estimated. Figure 7b represents the mean
linear deformation measured by DInSAR, as well as the maximal and minimal linear deformation
measured by the optical strands.

Even if the chosen strands are not in the studied area, Figure 7b shows that the order of magnitude
of the DInSAR deformations agree with the optical strands measurements. A quarter of the DInSAR
deformation are between the minimal and the maximal optical strand measured deformations.
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Figure 7. Comparison between linear deformation measured by DInSAR ant the linear deformation
measured by the optical strands installed on the Eiffel Tower by OSMOS. (a) Optical strand on the
Eiffel Tower c©OSMOS (b) • Lineic DInSAR deformation estimated for the Eiffel Tower — Minimal
and Maximal lineic deformation measured by optical strands.

The comparison of our global deformation with the local deformation obtained by the optical
strand is not an individual validation of our measurement. However, the orders of magnitude are
valid, although this comparison has been performed on the Eiffel Tower, which is the building showing
the largest and the most chaotic deformation pattern. Moreover, we measured linear deformations by
making a very coarse hypothesis on the deformation, assuming that it is linear, and oriented along
a vertical axis. However, we know that is certainly not the case, and that it is difficult to extrapolate
a point measure to a global homoegenous linear measure. Therefore, the relatively good agreement
between the values of the DInSAR deformations and the optical-strand deformations validate the
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developed process chain. It also support our hypothesis that the unrealistic-InSAR height are due to
deformations of the buildings between the acquisitions.

Neglecting the impact of the atmosphere limits however the accuracy of the estimated DInSAR
deformation since variation in the optical path length due to the atmosphere can wrongly be attributed
to scatterers deformation [27]. The impact of the atmosphere is thus discussed in the next section.

4.4. Discussion on the Impact of the Atmosphere on the Precision of the Estimated Deformation

The fact that waves backscattered by the base of the buildings propagate trough different
atmospheric conditions than the waves backscattered by the top of the buildings will impact the phase
difference. The unwrapped phase differences as computed in this study will thus depend on the height
and the deformation of the buildings, but also on the atmospheric delay. In this section, we estimate
the maximum deformation error introduced by neglecting the changes in atmospheric condition.

Two layers of the atmosphere can impact our deformation measurement: the ionosphere and the
troposphere. At X-band, the ionospheric delay is very small and the ionosphere variation have a large
spatial extend, impacting the same way waves backscattered by the base and the top of the buildings.
The error induced by the ionosphere can thus be neglected.

To assess the tropospheric delay variation between the top and the ground of the studied buildings,
we model the tropospheric delay as exponentially decreasing with the height:

δtropo(h, δZPD) =
δZPD

cos(θ)
e−

h−hZPD
H (3)

where δZPD is the global tropospheric delay, also called Zenith Path Delay (ZPD), θ the look angle and
H is the height of the troposphere. As the DLR teams in [28], we are taking H = 6000 m. The Zenith
path delay can be measured from ground stations of the Global Navigation Satellite System. For the
EUREF Permanent Network station at Marne la Vallée (hZPD = 160 m), the smallest ZPD is 2340 mm
and occurs in winter while the biggest ZPD is 2440 mm and occurs in summer.

For the Eiffel Tower, the residual delay between the pole and the second floor is:

(δtropo(320, 2440)− δtropo(320, 2340))− (δtropo(160, 2440)− δtropo(160, 2340)) = −3.2mm

For the Mirabeau Tower, located at an altitude of 33 m with a height of 70 m, the residual
tropospheric delay is −1.6 mm. The atmospheric delay results in millimeter error for the DInSAR
deformation measurement.

This error on the deformation measurement has the same order of magnitude than the one induced
by a one meter error on the height. Along with the residual error on the PS phases, the precision of
the estimated deformation is below 5 mm, which is below the deformation variations illustrated in
Figure 6.

This section demonstrates that the X-band is favorable to the measurement of complex structural
deformations at different points of a building, given its height. This height can be assumed to be
known elsewhere, or calculated using the whole data stack according to the method of the previous
section. Errors of 1 m on the building height lead to negligible inaccuracies in the final deformation
estimate, as well as the noncompensation of atmospheric effects locally between the top and bottom of
the building.

The deformation measured using SAR images is linked with the scattering mechanisms involved.
However, in urban area and particularly at X-band, these mechanisms can be difficult to interpret.
The next section investigates the contribution of polarimetry to refine the analysis of the scattering
mechanisms in urban area that could lead to a better understanding of the structure of buildings as
seen by the SAR sensor.
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5. Polarimetric Analysis

Polarimetric mode provides valuable information on scene materials, geometry and the nature of
the electromagnetic scattering mechanism involved. However, polarimetric images are often acquired
at coarser resolutions. Up to now, polarimetry has been used for classification and analysis purpose, or
in combination with interferometry, mainly trough coherence optimization for estimating different
scattering phase centers in a given resolution cell, or for increasing the number of permanent scatterers
selected to estimate deformations. Today, studies on benefits of polarimetry over urban areas have been
limited, mainly by the lack of real polarimetric data at high resolution. Here, our data set includes two
PolInSAR Tandem-X acquisitions in a stripmap 2 × 3 m resolution. Thus, the dataset corresponds to
four polarimetric images. Only one temporal baseline is available, and therefore, analysis is limited to
first investigations. This study concerns first the benefit of polarimetry for repeat-pass interferometry,
then the polarimetric analysis of buildings. One of the polarimetric image is represented in the Pauli
basis in Figure 8 on the left, and one of the corresponding interferogram acquired in the repeat pass
mode is shown on the right.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Polarimetric image in the Pauli basis; (b) interferometric image on the right in the HSV
color space.

5.1. Benefit of Polarimetry for Repeat-Pass Interferometry

Both image couples of Tandem-X have been co-registered together, and orbital fringes have been
removed between the two dates. Then, coherence matrices have been estimated. Since ambiguity
height is very small, about 20 m, interferometric phase variations along range are very fast. Since
a range average would mix together very different interferometric phases, coherence matrices have
been estimated by an average only in the azimuth direction over 5 pixels. Optimization of coherence
has then been applied according to [29]. This coherence leads to find very higher coherence levels.
The resulting coherence distributions are plotted in Figure 9. Coherence are estimated using the same
estimation of only five pixels. In HV and VH polarimetric channels, coherence are very slightly below
what is obtained with co-polarimetric channels for coherence values higher than 0.7. The reverse of
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this can be seen for low coherence values, for which HV and VH lead to coherence slightly higher than
HH and VV.

However, what is clear on this figure is that optimized coherence is considerably greater than
all original polarimetric channels. That means that for a given threshold on the coherence level, the
corresponding numbers of selected scatterers will be greatly improved.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Coherence optimization.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to prove that the differential interferometric phase is better
estimated, due to the strong variations. It is nevertheless interesting to know which kind of polarimetric
mechanism lead to the highest coherence. To this aim, we have represented as a colored composition
the absolute value of the optimal polarimetric mechanism components in the Pauli basis. Thus, the
interferometric coherence in HH polarization is represented in Figure 10 on the left, interferometric
coherence obtained in the optimal polarization if shown on the middle; on the right, an intensity image
is colored with the three component magnitude of the optimal mechanism, expressed in the Pauli basis.

(a) (b) (c)

γ = 0 1

Figure 10. Impact of the coherence optimization and optimum mechanisms (a) Interferometric
coherence level in HH; (b) Interferometric level in optimal basis; (c) Colored composition where
colors code the component magnitudes of the optimal mechanism.
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In this figure, it appears that the optimal mechanisms are not necessarily those that lead to the
maximum intensities. The strong mechanisms in HV and VH are often visible; Moreover, the optimal
mechanisms vary greatly from one building to another. On the Mirabeau tower, the green color is
predominant; On the Keller tower one face appears mostly in HH−VV and the other in HH+VV.

5.2. Benefit of Polarimetry for Building Monitoring

5.2.1. Main Investigation: Orientations and Materials

Most polarimetric classification methods rely on the study of second-order parameters, estimated
from several statistical samples.

Generally, a spatial estimation is made by choosing the samples either in an immediate
neighbourhood or in other areas of the image. Recently, it has been demonstrated that for metric
resolution images, a polarimetric spatial estimation, even if carried out carefully, leads to a very high
entropy, whereas temporal estimation makes it possible to find low entropies on bright point-like
scatterers [21]. This means that for these pixels, only a temporal estimation is able to characterize the
scattering process on a deterministic point of view. Since we are interested in parameters for industrial
structures, or building elements, we restrain the analysis of these deterministic processes.

Two properties are of interest in the analysis of structures and their possible deformation:

• The orientation of buildings. Indeed, our measurements of local deformations on buildings
presuppose that this deformation is mainly in the vertical direction. However, if a scattering
structure element has a different orientation, the axis of deformation will also be different. It is
interesting firstly to be able to identify these cases and in a second step to use this information to
project the measured deformation in the structure direction.

• Building materials. Again, this is crucial for a potential deformation measure: the effects of
thermal expansion which seems to be predominant deformation effect measured with DInSAR
data, depend on the material.

Several studies are concerned with the contribution of polarimetry to the evaluation of these
characteristics. In particular, the potential of polarimetry to extract orientation and dielectric propertied
of individual coherent scatterers has been investigated in [30]. However, up to now, due to the lack
of real polarimetric data at high resolution, they mainly concern simulation [31]. Generic behaviours
were deduced, in particular the backscattering seems to be sensitive to the dielectric permittivity of the
buildings [32].

Several deterministic approaches are possible, for example but not exhaustive, Huynen
parameters, Cameron’s classification, or research efforts in optical ellipsometry, for example polar
decompositions. The later are interesting because they do not consider the metallic hypothesis: they
are adapted equally well to dielectric structures, which is not the case for the first two which more
specifically address the geometry of the PEC targets and do not take into consideration the effects
on materials. Note that ellipsometry has been more applied to surface scattering, but has already
been used frequently to determine the effects of orientations, such as those present in biological tissue
fibers [33].

Therefore, in order to investigate the potential of polarimetry in the characterization of
deformations, our approach is as follows:

• First, the both polarimetric acquisitions have been co-registered together at a sub-pixel precision,
using [34].

• For each pixel, we applied to the Sinclair matrix the polar decomposition described in [35], to be
able to describe diattenuation and retardance properties. Diattenuation concerns only the change
in the amplitudes of the components of the electric field vector, whereas the retarder changes only
the phases of components of the electric-field vector.
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• We extract the two main parameters, retardance and diattenuation, as well as the orientation of the
axes of the two main Stokes vectors (maximum retardance axis and maximum diattenuation axis).

The resulting parameters are analyzed for the four available polarimetric images.

5.2.2. Dedicated Ground Truth

This study has been performed on all buildings presented in Section 2. The five Front-de-Seine
buildings are represented in Figure 11. The towers are represented first by their faces in the line of
sight of the radar in Figure 11a. In Figure 11b, we represent the faces that are not seen by the radar.
In this view, the buildings appear in the same order of appearance as in the polarimetric radar image
represented in Figure 11c.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. The buildings analyzed using a dedicated 3D modeling (a) The ground Truth with the
buildings as seens as the sensor; (b) The Ground Truth with the far side of the buildings; (c) Polarimetric
images of the considered buildings.

The particularities of these polarimetric images reside in the wavelength and the particular spatial
resolution. These features create new processing difficulties. At this wavelength of 3 cm, scattering
mechanisms are very anisotropic, and it is very hard to predict which kind of elements will dominate
the signal response, because several interactions can occur with very small objects. However, it is
interesting to check how and to what extent we can deduce information about the orientation of the
main structuring element such as main beams of the Eiffel Tower or main fronts of more conventional
towers, from the TerraSAR-X polarimetric mode.

To this aim, 3D representation of the structures under study were used to constitute a ground
truth of the orientations of our structures. From these models, we extract the orientation vector n of
uni-axial object:

• For the five towers, we consider any horizontal vectors belonging to each vertical face including
window sills, vertical ducts, floor separations, balcony edging profile, etc.

• For the Eiffel tower, we consider all principal beams of the structure.

In Figure 12, we explain the notations for a horizontal element n of a wall oriented with an angle
φ with respect to the trajectory.

To calculate the theoretical orientation of any vector n of our ground truth in the wave plane, it is
sufficient to first calculate its projection n′ in this wave-plane by n′ = n− < k.n > k. In the particular
case represented in Figure 12 where n is horizontal:

k =

 sin θ

0
− cos θ

 , n =

− sin φ

− cos φ

0

 , n′ = n− < k.n > k =

 − sin φ cos2 θ

cos φ

− sin φ cos θ sin θ

 .
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Then the orientation angle α formed between this projection and the horizontal polarimetric
vector h, can be found by cos α = n’.h

‖n’‖ . It should be noted that only a vertical vector has a simple
expression of its orientation, which remains vertical. The orientation of any horizontal vector projected
in the wave plane is not exactly its azimuth angle, as soon as the incidence is not zero. Indeed, the
literal expression leads to an influence of the angle of incidence θ:

cos α =
n’.h
‖n’‖ =

cos2 φ√
sin2 φ cos2 θ + cos2 φ

.

However, the difference between azimuth and polarimetric angle is not very important for low
incidence we are considering. The relation between α and φ has been plotted in Figure 13 for several
incidence angles ; the incidence angle of the images is 34◦.

Figure 12. Geometrical notation for computing the relation between azimuth orientation and
polarimetric orientation.
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Figure 13. Link between azimuth angle φ and polarimetric orientation angle α for an horizontal vector
and several incidence angles.
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5.2.3. Results

We present now the orientation distributions found over main fronts of our five buidings, and
compare them with the true orientations found for horizontal elements of the walls.

Mirabeau Tower

First, results obtained on the Mirabeau Tower are shown in Figure 14. Five different facades with
different orientations are visible on the image. Resulting orientation angles are very well correlated
with our ground truth, represented by the red arrows in the charts, and by the colored representation
of the 3D model. They show clearly the influence of facade orientation respective to azimuth direction.
The orientations have been computed for the four polarimetric images. They do not differ a lot from
one polarimetric to the other one, except for the wall exactly aligned with the azimuth. Only in this case,
small differences can be noticed between the strictly monostatic acquisitions, and the quasi-monostatic
ones where transmitter and receiver belong to the two different sensors TSX and TDX.

Note that the facades are not strictly plane, as the picture shows: the faces therefore have
a variability of orientations that can explain the variance of our estimates.

Figure 14. Results of estimation of polarimetric orientation for the Mirabeau tower.

Espace 2000 and Keller Towers

In Figure 15, we analyze two different buildings, the Espace 2000 Tower (Building 5) and the
Keller (Building 3) Tower which facade have very similar global orientations, but different scattering.
Estimations made on the Keller Tower show that both facades include the two main orientations found
in the ground truth. The facade photo reveals that window frames include both directions. They are
probably the cause of trihedral effects and could explain the strong signal scattered by this building.
In any case, both main directions are retrieved in the polarimetric angle estimation. Orientation values
estimated over the Espace 2000 Tower are more dispersed. Picture reveals that the small balconies
have much more complex shapes. Principal orientations remain, but with more variability.

Perspective II and Cristal Towers

Figure 16 shows results for more complex buildings: the Perspective II and Cristal towers. Once
again, the main orientations are retrieved. The Cristal tower is the one that generates the bigger
variability. This is probably due to the fact that the Cristal tower has also a very low backscattered
signal, because it is made on glass that exhibits a very high absorptivity at X-band. Thus, the estimation
of the orientation is very noisy. For Perspective II, one of the privileged orientations is found for both
main facades.
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(a) (b)

Figure 15. Images of the buildings and detail of its facade, orientaion of the facade from the ground
truth and results of estimation of polarimetric orientation. (a) Keller Tower (b) Espace 2000 Tower.

(a) (b)

Figure 16. Images of the buildings and detail of its facade, orientation of the facade from the ground
truth and results of estimation of polarimetric orientation. (a) Cristal Tower (b) Perspective II Tower.

Eiffel Tower

For the Eiffel Tower, orientation effects are very chaotic. The structure is very difficult to describe,
and as mentioned previously, polarimetric return is hard to anticipate. We have thus restricted
comparison with ground truth to pixels whose estimated orientation are very similar among the four
acquisitions. To check this point, we have computed the second circular statistical moment to select
only pixels whose orientation homogeneity is at least 80%. At a coarse scale, these estimations are
correlated to those of the ground truth. Results are shown on Figure 17.

Finally, diattenuation and retardance have been computed. They are represented in Figure 18.
Retardance is very sensible to the parity of number of bounces involved in the scattering process.
It shows that the facade of the Mirabeau tower aligned with the azimuth involves a lot of local
double-bounce scattering on the windowsills. These double bounce mechanisms disappear when
an angle is introduced between the facade and the azimuth axis. The value of the diattenuation
differs even for buildings having the same general orientations. This difference may be due either to
differences in materials and permittivity, or to differences in local geometries in structures.
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Figure 17. Results of estimation of polarimetric orientation for the Tour Eiffel, compared with
orientations of main beams, for stable orientations.

(a) (b)

Figure 18. Difference of (a) diattenuation and (b) retardance for the five different buildings.

6. Conclusions

A careful analysis of a TerraSAR-X dataset over urban area has been presented in this article.
The major assets of this sensor for urban area are its fine resolution and its agility enabling to
acquired images in different modes. The studied dataset combines 98 for InSAR/DInSAR images
acquired during four years and two PolInSAR acquisitions. Using this dataset we could quantify the
contributions, as well as the underlying difficulties, of each mode.

Concerning the updating of building elevations, we showed that the repeat-pass InSAR mode
leads to a coherence high enough to use the interferometric phase on the buildings, even with three
years separating the acquisitions. However, more than one repeat-pass pair is needed to get reliable
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height estimated since even the slight daily building deformations can have a great impact of elevation
measurement. We have proposed an efficient method to make the height measurement more robust by
using the entire time series.

Thanks to this sensibility to buildings deformation due to the TSX wavelength and resolution,
we have also demonstrated that it becomes possible to use the DInSAR mode to monitor the building
deformations. This has been done without making any assumption on the deformation processes.
This was particularly useful to estimate non-linear deformations, such as for the Eiffel Tower, whose
deformation behavior is very complex to model. For the Eiffel Tower, we measured deformation up
to 4 cm over the time series and we estimated deformation about 1 cm for the three other studied
buildings. Our deformation estimations were compared with local in situ measurements and were of
the same order of magnitude. Our estimations were also correlated to weather data. This validation
has proven that a centimeter precision can be achieved even when neglecting the atmosphere. It has
also shown that building deformation patterns observed differ widely between profiles.

Finally, we have investigated the benefit of the polarimetric mode for building monitoring. As in
previous study, the polarimetric coherence optimization has been proven to be very effective to increase
the coherence level. Nevertheless, the small polarimetric dataset and the small ambiguity height limit
the use of the interferometric phase for repeat pass deformation measurement. In order to measure
information about the geometry and the materials from polarimetric images, the deterministic analysis
seems to be appropriate. Indeed, at this wavelength and resolution range, polarimeteric signals are
stable among time but are not reproducible between neighboring pixels. The polarimetric return
is large part dominated by orientation effects. We have shown that the orientations of the main
attenuation axis are very well correlated with the orientation of the vertical facades with respect
to the azimuth axis. Results are still limited by the resolution loss in the polarimetric mode, but
are encouraging for future sensors. Indeed, the gains made by the increasing resolutions, already
demonstrated in the single-pol modes, make it possible to envisage polarimetry for new kinds of
applications: geometry and complexity of facades and structures.

This paper provides some reasons to be optimistic for the use of X-band very high resolution
sensors for measuring and analysing the deformation of the structures. To improve the resolution
scale of the deformation estimation, single-pass mode and repeat-pass mode could be combined.
Deformations for every resolution cell at the different elevations of the buildings could be estimated,
taking fully advantage of the TSX resolution. Ground and building deformations could thus be
separated. By coupling the deformation measurement to the polarimetric analysis could first help to
improve the robustness of the deformation estimation by giving the orientation of the scatterers as
seen by the sensor and thus the direction of the measured deformation.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript.

InSAR interferometric SAR
DInSAR differential interferometric SAR
PolSAR polarimetric SAR
PS permanent scatterer
SETE Société d’Exploitation de la Tour Eiffel
TSX TerraSAR-X
TDX TanDEM-X
VHR Very High Resolution
ZPD Zenith Path Delay
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